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Interim and spring addendum
By Martha· Sjostrom

The Spring Semester is not the time
for too many new courses, but the
departments have some planned.
Three classes are being offered
jointly by the Television and Theater
Departments . Television Acting
Workshop, under the direction of
Diana Buyer, will provide the drama
for three plays during the semester.
Television Workshop-Scene Design
will create and design the scenery for
the productions and Television
Production-Drama Workshop will be
responsible for the technical facilities
for the plays. Previous television
classes are prequisites for these
classes .

The Film Department is offering
two History of Cinema classes .
Wome ~. <
md the Virgin /Vamp will
trace the t <story of women in films,
starting with D.W. Griffiths early
images of the virgin/vamp up through
the more modern westerns, gangster
movies, and musicals.
History of Cinema II-From Lange
to Bertolucci is an extension of the
first semester class History of Cinema
I, however the first class is not a
prerequisite for Cinema II . The class
will cover the history of film to the
present day , and will include the
beginning of sound in films .
Museum and Curatorial Practices is
being offered in the Photography
Department. This course will dea 1
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with all the aspects of the operation of
a ·museum or gallery . Besides the
weekly class, which will include guest
lecturers, each student will be
required to put in extra time to keep
up the gallery .
For the proficient · pianists, the
Music Department is offering
Ragtime Piano. The course will be a
study of the different forms of
ragtime , such as classical, New
Orleans and Barrellhouse tradition .
A new course in Contemporary
Studies, Afro-American History and ·
Culture will include the history of the
Afro.-American race from Africa to
America. It will also include a study of
the history of Africa as the earliest
known humans . This class will meet
at the Du Sable Museum .
Investigative Reporting will study
what investigative reporting is and
what kinds of investigative stories
there are, such as crime in public
offices and consumer abuse. The class
will discuss recent investigations and
how the reporters went about getting
the initial story . It will also show how
the information is gathered and the
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ISSC scholarship aid
Deadline back to Feb.1
By Gar y Moffat

Schol1\rship money from the Illinois
State Scholarship Commission is
again being doled out. Applications
for monetary awards for the 1974-75
academic year will be accepted until
February 1, 1975, the adjusted
deadline. Dr. Joseph D. Boyd,
Executive Director of the ISSC, made
the announcement on November 26.
Eligibility requirements for
scholarships will remain the ~arne as

I
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Applications that were receiv Jd
before. However, monetary awards
will only be granted for the second after the original deadline are nov
semester and summer sessions. No being processed. According to Dr .
first semester, retroactive payments . Boyd around 550 people fall into this
category and they need not re-apply.
will be made.
Columbia's Financial Aid Office has
In a telephone interview, Dr. Boyd
said, "The program was reopened applications for Illinois State
basically because we have sufficient Scholarships on hand. Students can
monies to help additional students." pick one up any time between 9am and
The exact amount of additional 4pm in room 719. Laura Day, the
money available is difficult to Financial Aid Officer said, "If a
determine. Dr. Boyd said, "In dollars student cannot come in to pick one up
there is somewhere between four and they can call and I will mail one out."
This academic year there have been
five million still available." This is
left over from $63.2 milion originally several changes made in the ISSC
program. The maximum monetary
appropriated for the ISSC.
Not all money was used because award was increased from $1300 to
Governor Dan Walker did not sign the $1350. This money is applicable only
legislation involved into law until late toward tuition and mandatory fees ..
August. The original deadline for Additionally, monetary awards are
now ):>eing made available for up to
applications was October 1, 1974.
five years of undergraduate study or
If you were turned down at that time
don't bother to re-apply. Dr. Boyd until the student receives a Bachelor's
said, "Prior applicants who have an degree.
For further information call the
application on -file 'will nof be con~
sidered. However, apps with new ISSC at 945-1500. Their office is
located at 102 Wilmot Road, Deerfield.
information can re-apply ."

·see page two

Wildcat meeting
Demands change

reporters verify the facts.
These are not the only new classes
that will be offered, but rather a
random selection . The course
description book, which will be
available some time in January will
give more information on the classes .
Between January 27 and February
15, will be the Intensive Midterm.
This will allow students to participate
in intensive subjects other than their
majors . Within the next month , a
· course description catalogue will be
sent to all students concerning the
Con't on page 13

Sell captures
Kodak award
Jack M. Sell , a scholarship student
at Columbia College in Chicago, has
been accorded an Honorable Mention1by the judges of the 1974 Kodak Fil~
Festival in Rochester, New York for
his documentary, "Albany Junior
College, a new beginning. "
Sell produced and directed his
winning film last year while attending
Albany Junior College located in
Albany , Georgia .
"This motion picture is simply an
attempt to portray the social and
academic life as it exists at A.J.C .,
and I understand it will now be used
for promotional and orientation
1
programs by the school ," said Sell.
L.

Jack Sell

In Chicago, Jack M. Sell is employed by the Michael Reese Medical
Institute as an Audio Visual
Specialist, is producing a one hour
documentary on the city of Chicago,
and next year Sell will receive a
Bachelors Degree in television and
.
film pro1Uction .
In Albany , Sell worked for several1i
years as a director at the local NBC
television station, hosted a weekly
teen " talk" show for radio, and
reviewed motion pictures for his
weekly column in the Albany Journal.

•
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C.S.C. problem ?

Monograph
By Gary Moffat
It has finally happened-the college
administration here is facing its first,
full-fledged , leaflet distributing ,
meeting holding, question asking,
mini-rebellion. It will have to draw
from its own extensive library of
philosophy to handle this problem.
The administration -will have to
"Learn by doing. "
An organization called the Concerned Students of Columbia (C.S.C.)
is asking some basic questions that
should have been answered long ago.
Its methods and motivations are
questionable or at least need some
clarification.
The C.S.C. had a meeting on
December 11, outlining their
demands. To publicize this event, the
organization distributed leaflets
calUng for a multitude of change.
During my residency here, no group
has ever taken such a step.
Leaflets that were passed out accused the school of charging too much
for tuition and class fees . It calls for
the institution of a minority
recruitment program, the establishment of a student union (as opposed to
a student lounge), providing student
on-site health facilities and the
acquisition of a federally sponsored
work-study program for teaching
assistants. Their demands are spelled
out in the article adjacent to this one.
The C.S.C. is utterly naive in the
workings of Columbia College. Their
list of demands is extreme but worth
discussing . A student union,
recruiting programs and the rest
· would be great but unfortunately ·

goodies like that cost alot of money.
Materially, students will just have to
· wait. We won't see extensive change
but students in the future will. It's just
a reality that we have to deal with.
There are several areas that we can
expect action on now.
Juan Cueva, Paulete Hawrite and
Genaro Cueva from the nucleus ·of the
C.S.C. One of their main concerns is
finding out where their tuition fee
monies are being spent.
·
Out of all the questions they have
raised and demands they have made,
_this one makes the most sense to me.
If I drop two grand a year for an
education, I expect to know where
that money is being funnelled .
In the ten years that Columbia has
operated as a nonprofit organization
since converting from its former
proprietary system, it has never
published a financial statement.
This document is comparable to the
·annual report of any large corporation. It would detail the income,
assets, liabilities, long term debts and
all of the ot)Jer areas that form the
college's financial composite.
Most colleges and universities do
this annually. Why not Columbia? I'm
not accusing anyone of mishandling
funds or covering-up illicit spendingall I want is my right to know
respected.
The closest report detailing this
college's economic records that I have
. seen was published as part of
Columbia's Self-Study that was
Con't on page 12

Concerned Students
List problems here
This article was submitted by the
Concerned Students of Columbia, a
newly formed group of students that
are asking questions and demanding
answers, thus far without much
success. All of the opinions discussed
here are those of the c:s.c.
organization and not of the editorial
staff of this publication. The C.C.
Writer is printing the views of the
Q.S.C. in a continuation of its policy of
printing all material that is submitted.-Ed.
A group of students have realized
that something has to be done about
high service charges:
1. Every semester students pay
exorbitant amounts, not only in tuition
but in service charges (class fees).
The only information available is a
vague printed statement handed out
at the beginning of registration.
2. Minority recruitment program:
The program being run by Larry
Froio, head of the Student Services
Co-Op, has been i,n effect for one
semester. With eight students, handpicked by Froio, the net results have
been visits to 20 high schoolsminority students recruited-{). The
Co-Op has no set policy for recruiting
minority students into Columbia and
feel that only full-time seniors are
qualified to recruit.
3. Student union: In general a strong
student union has a voice in deciding
school policies and a responsibility in
making sure that there are adequate
facilities made available for the
students .
4. Student-health program: There is
no student health program provided
for the students. Froio has informed

One student opinion
Consider the following: ·
Student apathy in the "commuter
1) Back in the Spring term an election ·colleges" is a phenomena well known
was held to fill the position of to the educators- who have come to
When I first started here at
student representative on the accept it as a fact of life. In the ·
Columbia a little more than a year
Board of Trustees. All full-time inevitable conflict between home,
ago, the first thing that struck me was
juniors and seniors were eligible to school and work, school all too often
the school's open, innovative and
vote over a three day period. A comes in a poor third. And fully 70% of
grand total of 78 votes were cast. all Columbia students hold down full
challenging approach to ·education.
At tp.e same time, I was also struck · 2) On ·November 21 musiCian/ or part-time jobs.
by the latent and all pervasive feeling - . songwriter JoShB~ande, one of
But still it is a little embarrassing to
of apathy among the student body.
Columbia's truly gifted students, sit here in the newspaper office and
And after sp~_ndin~. a ~horo~ghly 1
appeared in concert in the TV come across questionaires that ask
dreadful year at the Circle Cam)::US, I
studio up on the seventh floor. things like "How many members are
Posters announcing the concert there in your student senate?" and
feel that l'f!!_in a position .to know a
went up around the building having to answer "None". Many
little bit abol!t apathy among c;;ollege
students , whether the students..,.
several days before the event. times I feel like adding "Because no
Exactly 30 students attended.
number 15,000 or 1500.
one gives a damn."
One would think that the special 3) Jeff Justman's column '.'CoinWe can be thankful that the t
atmosphere here at Columbia would
munications Trends" used to be a dedicated, hardworking and patient'
stimulate the development of an
regular feature of the CC Writer. people of the administration and .
At the end of each column, Jeff faculty do indeed give one great big
active, involved student body, committed to the school's progress and
asked students to pass along to him damn about Columbia College. And
expansion in the community. But
news of significant developments you.
in the area of communications. He
. something seems to have gone
Isn't it about time you started
haywire along the way.
fail'ed to receive a single response . giving a damn too?
.By Jack Wolowiec
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us that two LPN's are being hired in
February but no room is being
provided for them. Instead, they will
be put in the Co-op room. When asked
if a cot would be provided for
the students, Froio said, "No." There
are two alternatives available; you
either lay down ontthe floor or in the ·
student lounge.
5. Shoddy washrooms: According to
the janitor, the washrooms have not
been painted in over five years.
Frequently, towels and toilet paper
·are lacking and the sinks look like
they have been eaten away by acid.
6. Used books : There are no used
·books provided at the book store .
which means we are forced to purchase new books at much higher
prices.
7. Student gallery: There' should be
a gallery directed by the students,
exhibiting student work.
8. T.A.'s: There is no federal workstudy program provided for students
which would enable them to get paid
for working at Columbia as they are
going to school, instead of work in a
slave labor system.
9. Board of Trustees : The Board
meetings are held once a month in
various places. These meetings are
closed and have not had a student
representative on the board since
1971. They shoUld open up their
. ings so that any student can attend.
10. Financial statement: There has
never been a complete financial
statement made available to the
students of the college. Is it all right to
know exactly what our money is used
for?
11. Student Services Co-Op: The Coop has been set up to administer
student needs yet they are not allowed
by the administration to support or
work with an groups that "politically
organize on campus." They have
aTready shown that they are
inadequ.ate wheqjt c_gm~ to minority
r~Cr' jting and the lack of a deq.uate

meet-

Con:'t on page 13
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World Education topic at N.U.
By Jacquie Lewis
November 11-17, 1974 was World
Plan Week in Chicago . A series of
conferences was held at Northwestern
University . Topics included the full
potential of the individual , the famil y,
government, education, and mankind
as a whole .
The Science of Creative Int ~lligence
and Transcendental Meditation
inaugurated the lectures in hopes of
eliminating age-old problems of
mankind in this generation.
Transcendental Meditation or T.M.
has shown scientifically significant
changes in meditators. Emotional
stability, intelligence and learning,
academic performance, personality,
health , and metabolic efficiency are
but a few of the positive results shown
in experiments.
A meditator for three and a half
years, Dr . Sidney Reisberg, who is
associate dean of the center for

Educatio .. 1! Communications, State
University of New York at Albany
spoke on "Rediscovering the Lost
Dimension in Education ."
Dr. Reisberg stressed the need for
more courses in colleges designed for
students. He said, " What students
want and need is to achieve deeper
levels of understanding , to be in touch
with themselves ."
The split brain experiments show
we all have two distinct personalities .
The non-linear right side relates to
spacial creativity such as intuition,
musical , artistic , and movement or
dancing ability. The analytic left side
relates to verbal, analytical ability,
etc. and is the predominant side in
most of us .
Referring to this scientific
breakthrough Dr. Reisberg stated
that up until recently, "That in- ·
credible three pound package has

been ignored.
Dr. Reisberg speculated that the
Science of Creative Intelligence or
S.C.I. brought into the school system
would " make possible openness
between teacher and student, improved
gra des , better
communications , and a decrease in
drugs ." He went on to say, "The
nervous system nourished by creative
energies transforms it in many ways .
In the education system today we
have no way to tie it together . Answers are not to be found in the outside world, the conscious world. It is
the unfolding knowledge of self.
Creative intelligence is at the base of
everything-the drama of an evolving
cosmic consciousness."
Dr. Keith Wallace, president of
Maharishi International University ,
spoke on "Higher Education for

Higher Consciousness ." His goal is -to
ge nerate material and inspire
educators .
Dr. Wallace explained, "Enlightenment is now being taken out
of the context of mysticism. What
enlightenment, in fact, means is
ultimate
development , · pure
knowledge innate within us all. It's the
quality of being alive . Today we now
can evaluate a persons growth of
consciousness through EEG or brainwave activity . In meditation both
sides of the brain are shown to be
synchronized. A whole area of life
hasn 't been exposed to man previously and now is being offered to
. man. He has begun to incorporate
S.C.I. and T.M . into academic
disciplines. It ' s what has been
missing, how to improve the capacity
of the mind and refine internal
technology.' '

Radio station plans improvements
By ' Avy Meyers
Columbia College Radio (formerly
known as wcsm will be moving it's
present broadcast facilities to new
facilities next semester.
The move from the present location,
adjacent to room 514, will be to room
516 next door . Room 516 is presently
being utilized as a classroom .
The move, according to Paul
Ponticell will enable the radio station

to be on the air 78 hours a week next
semester as compared to the present
figure of 56. Ponticell added that the
radio station will possess new
production facilities in the new studios
to go along with the actual broadcast
equipment.
Columbia College Radio will have a
new six man board in charge of
decisions and policy making. The

BEOG from HEW
(From the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.)
Over one million students have
applied for the Federal Government's
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants so far this year, and it is still
not too late to apply.
First or second year students can
get between $50 and $1,050 to help with
educational expenses. Basic Grants
provide eligible students with a
"floor" of financial aid which can be
used at any one of over 5,000 eligible
colleges, junior colleges, vocational or
technical schools, career academies,
or hospital schools of nursing . It costs
nothing to apply for Basic Grants, and
they never have to be paid back .
Before applying for a Basic Grant,
students must meet three important
criteria :
-be enrolled full time at an eligible
institution
of
postsecondary
education;
· -be a U.S. citizen or permanent
. resident;
..:_be enrolled in postsecondary
school after April 1, 1973.
Eligibility for Basic Grants is ·
· determined by a formula which
measures financial need . This for-

mula, applied uniformly to all applicants, takes into account such
factors as family income and assets,
family size, number of family
members in postsecondary school,
and social security and veterans'
special education benefits.
To apply for a Basic Grant, students
must fill out an "Application for
Determination of Basic Grant Eligibility ." These applications are available from the school's financial aid
officer, or by writing Basic Grants,
Box 1842, Washington, D.C. 20028.
Even if a student has applied for other
financial aid, he or she must fill out a
separate application for a Basic
Grant. Four to six weeks after submitting an application, you will
receive a "Student Eligibility Report"
which notifies you of your eligibility.
The amount of the grant depends on
financial need and the cost of the
school which you are attending. The
student must take this report to the
financial aid officer to find out the
amount of the award.
Ask Laura Day the financial aid
officer now about Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants . They could
' provide a foundation to build on .

board will replace the old system in
which the station was run exclusively
by broadcasting students. The board
will consist of, H. Thaine Lyman,
chairman of the Broadcast Communications Department, Hubert
Davis, Dean of Student Serivces, Paul
Ponticell, Station Program Manager
and the Station Manager, Mike Fee.
The board will also include, Tom
Spann, former Columbia student and
a recent addition to the faculty , and AI
Parker, Chairman of the Radio
Broadcasting Department.
Ponticell told the C.C. Writer that he
was pleased with the new set-up and
that all of the needs of Columbia
College Radio would be met. When
questioned about stories of conflict
concerning the new arrangement, he
said, "Everything has worked out fine
for all parties involved."
The change came about as a result
of the development of the new
Broadcast
Communications
Department to be headed by H.
Thaine Lyman. AI Parker will remain
chairman of the Radio Department.
Reason for the change in the departmental setup according to sources
close to the situation was to "help the
station progress to a professional
atmosphere and improve the radio
curriculum."
Ponticell will handle the development of programming in the formation of the new radio station. Mike
Fee will handle the construction and
installment work in the new studio as
well as its maintenance.
The physical rennovation of 516 will
take place during the interim
semester due to the present use of the
room for classes. The new equipment
is being stored by the radio department.
The existing studios, adjacent to
room 514, will be taken over by the

Broadcast
Communications
Department,
exclusively
for
classroom use. The use of the studios
for a classroom is due to the ever
increasing amount of students coming
to Columbia to take broadcasting
courses. Thus the need for additional
time for studio use by classes, which
would have otherwise curtailed the
use of the studio for the radio station.
Additional hours are also needed by
the radio station to accommodate the
increased student load, giving more
students the chance for on the air
training for longer periods of time .
New courses are being planned for
the coming semester .and they will
include, production, music planning
and the addition of Radio 2 and
writing and reporting broadcast news
in the evening.
Planned for the fall of 1975 are
courses in radio fundamentals and
program direction. The direction
course will be taught by Columbia
alumnus Bob Sirrott of WLS.
New faculty members will also be
present next semester and they wll
include Tom Spann, former radio
station manager at Columbia, instructor of communications at the
Illinois Home for Boys, who will teach
production. Don Ferris, announcer at
ABC-TV, former disk jockey at WDAI
and PBS announcer, who will teach
radio 2 during the evenings. Burt
Burdeen, program director at WSDM
will teach the music planning course.
Columbia College Radio is also
hopeful of going out on the public
airways in the near future. An application for an FM license is
currently being prepared for the
consideration of the Federal Communications Commission . If approved, the station would be manned
by Columbia students for a possible 24
hour broadcast day.
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Short story

By Laura McHabe
Dave's toes were half as long as his
prick when it was hard .
They were bent and lumpy , and he
could move them independently. His
feet looked more like deformed, fleshy
spiders than feet when he moved his
toes. I first noticed his toes at the
.Holly House in Washington, D.C. We
were on a cot in the only bedroom of
an apartment he shared with nine
people. We were making love for the
first time . I didn't feel much except
for his back and midriff which were
flabby . I deduced it was because he
was 32 years old. I was 18, and the
oldest man I'd made love with was a
24 year old former para-trooper, until
Dave.
When Dave was finished, he rolled
on to his back, looked over at me and
said, "So now we are lovers. " I'd been
staring at his toes . "God, you've got
weird feet," I said.
I moved into the cot with Dave since
I was broke and had been evicted
from the room I'd rented a few weeks

before. The landlord said I could stay
if I jagged him off every couple days ,
but he had a pot belly, and a boil on his
nose and he always wore the same
gre/cioThes . I said " NO ." He bought
me a plastic necklace from .the dime
store hoping I'd change my mind, but
I stuffed my belongings into a cardboard box I'd gotten from the Safeway
supermarket and split. I left the
necklace on the dresser by the bed
since I didn't figure I could pawn it.
Dave's feet were the iirst thing I
saw every morning; he was so tall
they stuck out over the end of the bed.
The next thing I saw was Pamela
Migley, who slept naked on a mat next
to the cot. Her breasts were bigger
than mine, but they were pointed . .
Mine were round, so I guessed we
were about even as ·far as competition goes. She was into astrology,
and she wore glitter over her blue eye
shadow. She lived on bananas, but
since I was living on orange pop and
.Cheez~it crackers. J didn't think a

banana diet strange. I'd watch her pul
her glitter on in the morning before
she got dressed . I'd also watch her
touch it up three times a day: before a ·
banana at noon, before a banana at six
p.m. and before a banana at midnight
when she sat down naked on her cot
ready to sleep. She chanted through
her nose when she did it.
The nicest thing Dave ever did for
me was take me to a Peoples Drug
restaurant four days after my 19th
birthday. We sat at the counter and
had english muffins and coffee. I
didn't do much for him either except
fuck him every two and a half days.
One night I walked into the bedroom
and saw Dave and Pamela going at it
on the cot. I went to the bathroom to
take a shit and think it over. As my
turds splashed in the water, I heard
John and Rita Newberry grunting and
squeaking on their bed in the living
room . They both had stomachs twice
as big as Buddha, and I was
speculating how they could possibly

fit together when Jimmy Jordan
walked iqto the bathr<,Jom. He was
nude except for a slave bracelet which
he never took off of his left wrist. He
asked me if I'd like to join him in the
shower, and I said I'd have to think
about it.
Jimmy stepped into the tub, drew
the dirty light green shower curtain
closed and turned on · the water. I
walked back into the bedroom and
found Dave and Pamela asleep. I
opened my brown suede purse and
pulled out a bottle of orange day-glo
. paint which I'd planned to use for
designs on the ceiling above the cot. I
unscrewed the black cap and dipped
my eyeliner brush in the orange goo.
Then I painted each of Dave's toenails
orange and sprinkled them with
Pamela's glitter which I found on the
floor by the cot. I sat on her mat for a
few moments admiring my art work,
took off my clothes and walked into
the bathroom .

The big light blue salty figment
Blue, blue, always blue, and light
blue at that. Why the hell can't it ever
be yellow, or brown, or green, or
lavender? Who knows? Who even
knows how that giant blue mound of
salt got there? Nobody seems to know .
It's like a national secret. Don't ask
Mayor Daley, he doesn't know . He
appears not to know many things. The
police just shrug you off when you ask
them . They never pay any attention to
you anyway. Even the Michigan
Avenue, all knowing businessmen
with their white non-wrinkle shirts,
Gucci overcoats, and sequin smiles
don't know. All they know is that it

rusts out their big diplomatic status
symbols called cars, stains the white
wool shag carpeting in their 35th floor
psuedo-intellectull.l $700 a month
Magnificent Mile apartments, and
makes them resort to wearing those
funny little things on their feet called
rubbers . Boy, you could write a story
about those things along! But anyway,
past that nobody seems to know. But
there it is every October 1st without
fail : towering, haunting, and blue!
Perhaps it is sent by God as a gift?
Fat chance, not in Chicago. I'm sure
we didn't get it from Russia, the
wheat deal we made with thr,m

sometime back was enough, I'm sure.
So that brings up the question again:
Where the hell did it come from?
I think the great blue mound is a
figment of everyones imagination.
Thats right, it's all thought up .
You see, about October 1st every
year people begin to get fed up with
warm weather. Everyone- is looking
for a change, something cooler. So,
when they see, or think they see that
mound of salt they know the cold and
snow can't be too far off. Thus, they
feel relief.
But alas, people's desires change
from wanting to not wanting very

Review

The Sound of Supper--burp
By Jacquie Lewis
I'm usually late everywhere I go
and plays are no exception. After ten
years I finally made it to the play that
everyone has been raving about. The
Candlelight Dinner Playhouse, at
Archer and Harlem, was alive with
the "Sound of Music." For a very
reasonable $7 I received a full dinner
and while I was digesting my food the
curtain went up.
The story is laid in Austria in 1938.
The main character, Maria , wants to
become a nun . But somehow she can't
seem to get into the habit of it and is
.sent to mind seven children. Their
mother had died and their father ,
Captain Von Trapp is an ex-navy
officer. He believes in running a tight
ship and treats his children like
military trainees.

Well, if you haven't guessed the end
already-Maria wins everyones'
heart. She teaches the children to sing
and marries the captain. But the story
isn't quite finished there. It turns out
the Nazi's are invading Austria and
Mr. and Mrs. Von Trapp along with
their seven children flee across the
Alps.
The star, Rebecca Clements (you
might have seen her in Burger Chef
commercials) recently won the
Jefferson Award for best actress . And
Captain Von Trapp, played by Lee
Pelty, also won the Jefferson Award
(Chicago's best actor) in 1971. Two of
the daughters, in particular, caught
my eye.
Lies! , the first daughter, I knew I'd
seen before. She's done numerous
commercials, her real name is Vicki

Kaywood, and her latest is Yucca Dew
Shampoo. · The · youngest daughter
played by Crystal Klir has also done !
commercials. She's the little girl who
puts Morris the cat to sleep in her
baby buggy in the Nine Lives commercials.
The thing that makes the play
worthwhile, aside from the brilliant
acting and divine music, is that there
actually was such a family . Here's a
nostalgia tester for you-remember
the famous Trapp family that appeared on Ed Sullivan? I think it was
the same show with the skating bears
from Hungry!
The Sound of Music will continue
until January 26, 1975 so for $7 you
can't lose. The dinners are good, the
play is excellent, and the cost is
reasonable.

quickly . So as the temperature drops,
and that glorious white stuff, which is
usually a dirty gray in Chicago,
begins to fall, people start reverting
back to wanting warm weather.
Ah, but there are still some people
like the skiers, snowmobilers, and
outdoor nuts, who like the cold so
much, that to them the giant mound
grows bigger and bigger as January
and February pass. But even these
die-hards weaken after a while. It
always happens.
The big old blue mound slowly
begins to get smaller and smaller as
February fades and people see the
warm weather just around the corner.
The mound continues to decrease in
size until it is finally gone and the
warm weather has returned . As
quickly as the blue mound was
imagined, it disappears.
All this nonsense you say? Perhaps.
Ponder for a moment though that kind
gentle old man we all grew up
knowing . You know who I mean! His
name escapes me right now, but he
has something to do with HO HO HO .
Get the Picture?
Thomas E . Polek
History Of Art

WCSB Notice
Spring semester a udition tapes for
College Radio Programs and College
Radio News are due the first school
day of 1975. Decisions will be announced on January 13 at 1:30 P.M. in
Room 518. Prerequisites are Radio I &
II . For further information contact
the Radio Department office in Room
530 or call 822-0615.
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Tony Loeb: A filmmaker's
Principles and discipline
By Deborah Fotiadi

films commissioned by then President
and Mrs. Johnson about their last
years in the White House.

It was 5:25 and already the mid·
night gloom of Chicago's winter afternoons had strangled the last
visibility of light from the sky. I'm IIYou must reall·ze fl.lms
wondering what to expect on this
interviewwithTonyLoeb,headofthe involve an enormOUS
film department, as I walk through vanityu
the empty outer office.
The major sensations emanating
from his room come from a Kate
Smith sized dress model dominating
Government funding of films could
the corner by the window and a
give important opportunities for
momentarily quiet Tony Loeb, who filmmakers. "The government
began pacing about as soon as I took doesn't have to play to a box office,"
my seat in front of his desk.
Tony said. He doesn't understand why
He tells me how he would like to see
our government hasn't established a
· the interview structured and I place national film board, such as Canada's,
. my carefully planned list of questions
that would use public funds to par,, at the back of my notebook and just let tially underwrite film productions
' him talk.
that would reflect American life and
Tony commented that some people society.
may find him a bit cocky, but then I .
wonder if they were aware they were ,
facing a man with the fire of love in
After D.C. the journey continued
his loins and mind for the thing he east where "I battled my way into
does best, making films. And as he put New York" and started making
it, "You must realize films involve an feature properties with David
enormous vanity."
Susskind/Talent Associates. He
Tony has been weaned on the film became the eyes, ears and sensitivity
·business since his conception. His "of a man who was going into middle
father was a successful screenwriter age and lost touch." Money had run
in Hollywood, his first sale b~in . out at Talent Associates so Tony went
"Shall We Dance" starring Gi ger independent and made a very sue- ·
Rogers and Fred Astaire. He ab- cessful documentary about Joseph
sorbed all the shop talk around the Papp, the New York theatrical
dinner table that his father and producer, which won him the Eboli
collegues discussed and had a brief Trophy at the Salerno (Italy) Inbut extremely important contact with ternational Film Festival.
two well-known screenwriters of the
The question that must be blazing in
fifties, Guy Troper-"Birdman of everyone's mind at this point is why or
Alcatraz" and Ned Young-"The what possessed him to come to
Defiant Ones." "They shaped a Chicago to run a film department and
meaning for myself because they
teach in a school with no name, not
cared."
even locally.
Well you have to understand the
situation. There was no money at
outfit, hence no job, he had
11
1 care deeply about Susskind's
finished
the
documentary of Joe
what goes on here ... 11
Papp, his marriage broke up and
then, while casually perusing the ads
in the New York Times one day, he
saw an ad for Columbia and "in a
After graduating from the
complete lark, I answered it."
University of California, Berkeley, in
The idea appealed to him in the
Theatre Arts in 1961, Tony began
sense that he would have the control to
working at Warner Brothers in
shape the department and it was a
television doing shows like "The
risk . "I simply changed my life. I
Hawaiian Eye" and "77 Sunset Strip."
won't say I'm not happy with it. I
These projects had little to offer for
brought a lot of misconceptions and
him.
I've had to come to terms with what it
"I've always been concerned with
is to teach ."
expressing myself. Hollywood was
Tony has a lot of respect for Mike
boring because it happened in TV and
Alexandroff and thinks he had a lot of
TV was boring. It happened before · ·guts to approach a non-professional
being young was fashionable. I missed
teacher and offer him the job.
the wave and revolution of the inColumbia's teachers, he feels, are
dustry by a couple of years. The inpeople " ... who are secure and good at
dustry turned in desperation to the
what they do and can share it.
young. The men with the money
"Teaching has a great deal to do,
couldn't perceive anymore."
I've found, with entertaining. It's a
Tony couldn't go much farther west
special kind of distffiation of tension .J
so ... In Washington D.C. he worked for
It especially involves approval and
George Stevens, Jr . and also made
disapproval from the audience
documentaries for the U.S. In~.
(students)." Tony has discovered that
1ormatlon Agericy- besides doing two the most unusual insights come from

Tony Loeb answered an ad for a Columbia College teaching position as a
joke, but now he is head of the Film Department.
Photo by Sam Clark

day to day teaching and its emotional
to edit is absurd ." He made it clear
demands. "To me a teacher is a
that to become a filmmaker a student
humanist with hands. He's the guy
must know the relationship of all the
who, first and foremost, loves the . parts and understand the context of
Iiledli'_h~s rev~rence for its p~wer · the medium .
"Film has a grammar. It's inand respect for its ideas."
tuitive. We take it for granted until we
How committed is Tony Loeb to
take it apart. Film has its conColumbia College? When I asked him
ventions. The only way to learn film is
he said, "I care deeply about what
to learn its conventions."
goes on here in a larger sense. It in' volves all of our integrity. I've found I
The most difficult thing to convey to
share the convictions of the school.
the student is the discipline that is
But I'm alarmed by the lingering
vital to the field, or any art form for
doubts about its legitimacy ."
that matter. "This medium is the
These doubts, he feels, center on the
most complex in the arts . It involves
school's policy of open enrollment, the
fact that Columbia is existing by the all of the arts and the sensitivity has to
be broad." It's Tony's opinion that the ·
skin of its teeth and the idea that we
student who makes it in the industry is
must have numbers.
the one who has a tolerance for
"'fhis school- is- no longer Mr.
lonliness and sheer staying power.
Alexandroff's. It's grown beyond him
"Film doesn't involve a quick study.
even though it has grown because of
This is the most difficult and
him. It has become an institution and
disconcerting aspect of it for the
an institution defies the stamp of one
man. Now is the time to say what
students."
we're really about. Open enrollment is
not a philosophy of education. It's a
necessity of survival that happens to
coincide with good judgment. What 11
Film has a grammar.
•concerns me is that we've become
infatuated with our own press. We're lt 1 s intuitive. The only
not defining what we can do.
- "What is exciting here, and what I way to learn film is to
learn its conventions. 11
had hoped to find, is that there's room
to shape and define. We must take the
steps n<'w. Waiting another two years
will keep us ·from an extraordinary
What is Tony's view of his personal
development and becoming an imfuture and that of his department?
portant institution. At the moment
Ideally he sees a community that will
we're between a trade school and a
revolve around the school. Teachers
·plac·e . wh((re -an accumulative
and advanced students will work on
education can be found. It's time to
feature properties together. It has
declare which way to go. Any art form
taken Tony two years to understand
I know is not responsive to a trade
the politics and personality of the
school mentality. What's facing us is a
school. Where it goes from here is up
full, exhausting , even conflicting
to all of us.
series of conferences and discussions
to hammer out a philosophy that will
Where will ·the - next · thing come
_!![Jiquely be Columbia College."
from? Who knows . Right now Tony
These directions are placed into a and his staff are laying a foundation, a
working balance between craft of film principle and a discipline for teaching
and conception. Extra credit isn't filmmaking . The art is up to the ingiven in student works because craft dividual but Tony Loeb knows how to
is visible in the project. "That's ex- use all of the tools needed for expected ." Tony said. "The assumption panding a students knowledge and
that one can come here and learn how talent.

. Pag~e__
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Palmer: future is with .the young
By Renee Prewitt
When asked how soon, Palmer
In .a decade when those who have
replied , " We hope to have the
"made it" sometimes forget the seeds program under way by February, the
of their roots, one black journalist, Lu 'we' referring to other blacks who are
Palm er has made it arid tries to help specialists in their fields ."
others do · the same . In his tri-daily
Another facet of the Lu Palmer
radio program , "Lu's Notebook,"
Foundation is his " Bookshelf" that
WBEE , WJPC , WMPP, and WVON
l)olds meetings every second Saturtransmit simultaneously . his com- day in the month . At the Parkway
mentaries concerning contemporary Community House , 500 E . 67th St. , the
issues effecting the black communi ty.
small gym packs in 500 people wht
Bow much research goes into one of come to hear Lu Palmer or an invited
your programs and what provokes the
guest analyze an assigned book of the
subj.e cts in which you discuss , I asked month. His Junior Bookshelf for
him .
children to 14 yea·r s old is divided into
He said , " My research is really a
three catagories, and will function for
continuing process of constantly
the first time at · the December
reading every newspaper, magazine,
meeting .
and periodical I can get my hands
"The Bookshelf was started to
on ," he said. "I clip things, put them · encourage reading, by analyzing the
in a file, and make notes . When I need books, helping the reader to unsome info,I take these pieces from my derstand its contents . We also have a
file artd work them in my broadcast. question and answer period at the end
. "Also, 1attend a lot of meetings and · of each session for discussion ," said
sometimes get commentary ideas Palmer.
from them. Some people call me with
"Lu's Bookshelf" has just
ideas artd some show me documentS celebrated its ' second successful
that they feel have interest{ng . anniversary , unlike the " Black Xsignificance. I also . have a young Press", a weekly newspaper that.
journalism student who works with folded after 14 months in circulation.
me. Ee does my leg work; intervivies,
"All .our ·staff on the . " X-Press "
library research, thi'ngs of that worked without pay, because there
nature."
·
was no money for salaries . They all
Palmer said, "The future is with the li.now this, dedication · and deteryoung. If we can constructively direct mination for a good paper kept us
this generation to analyze the events . going until we could no longer meet
as they effect us now, then this press costs. " Palmer 's lawyers are
generation will be prepared to face working with him in court now trying
whatever lies ahead ."
to reduce his $60,000 deficit incurred
How else does he intend to do this from the "X-Press."
besides using his daily commentaries
The Community Forum , " Conas a tool?
·
frontation With Issues " has gone into
"My long range goal is to build a effect. It is a discussion series inblack communications center for volving six subjects of vital concern to
training in all areas of com- black people , meeting every 2 months .
munication," Palmer said. "It would There is a charge for admission , this
offer no degrees , its' main purpose moneY "providing the means for
would be to)lelp and give insight into training of students and the publishing
the fields of study in which a student is of another newspaper or bulletin."
majoring . We would help the student For more information concerning the
to gain perspective on how to utilize Forum , contact the Communications
their skills , something that neither Development .Services (CDS ); (312)
black nor white universities offer. It 427-0440.
would be a period of association and
The Lu Palmer Foundation is a nontraining under skilled black jour- profit organization . All expenses were
nalists who have utilized their skills once paid for through some public
for black people."
relations work contracted through his
The communications center would. office and from his pocket. Now,
mainly complement the training the Southside Bank is underwriting exstudent is ·now receiving . at a penses.
university . No definite cirriculum is
Palmer said , "It's quite a relief and
set, but the courses would begin with expenses are not that much . .But,
commun ication s and . move into when you haven't got it, it helps a hell
research and investigative reporting . of a lot."

llt~z •e

}OIIrself a Sll'i11ging little thrislma.'
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jazz record

mart

~

seven west grand avenue
chicago, illinois 60610 u.s.a.
area 312, telephone 222·1467

n. lincoln 60618
no rth 4243
area312,tel. 528-8834

Lu Palmer is a black journaiist in Chicago. His radio program; "Lu~s
Notebook," isbroadcast simultaneously on four different stations tri-daily.

WARNING:
The Ivory Tower
. is about to ·
collapse.
It's your last year of college. Why think
about life insurance now?. Because, the
older you get the more it costs. And next
year, it's all up to you. Find out
about CollegeMastcr.
Ca ll the Fidelity Union CollegeMaster@
Field Ass«;ciate in your area:

Karen Cooper

730 S. Carpenter .
666-1341 or 643-0011
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Get into print the easy stringer way
By Tom Danz

'Stringer-newspaper slan g for a
correspondent who is a part time staff
member and is usually assigned to
cover routine school board and
.council meetings in suburbs or small
towns.
That is probably how a stringer
would be defined in a Journalism
dictionary, if there is such a thing. My
definition would be a little different.
Having been a stringer for more
than a year, my definition would include something about lousy hours
and low pay, long and boring council
meetings and constant travel on
strange suburban roads.
But despite all this, stringing can be
a valuable experience, especially for
one who hopes to eventually become a
full time journalist someday. Besides,
all of the drawbacks I mentioned are
not faced by most stringers.
For instance, most stringers do not
have the problem of traveling long
distances . If a newspaper wants the
meetings of a certain suburban
council to be covered regularly, it will
try to hire someone from that suburb.
And not all council meetings are
long and boring. I recently covered a
wild meeting in Justice, a southwestern suburb, in which the trustees
were screaming at one another all
night. It was like listening to the
aldermen at a Chicago City Council
meeting.
At issue was a raise in salary for
part time members of the police
department. The ' debate resulted in
one trustee telling a fellow member to
shut up and a threat by the mayor to
remove a spectator from the audience
who was speaking out of turn .
Of course not all meetings are like
this . Sometimes the most important
thing that happens is when the council
votes to purchase a new squad car or
orders a company in the area to cut its
weeds.
The term, stringer, derives from the ·
fact that some papers pay their
stringers by the inch. Their stories are
cut and pasted together in a string. ,
that way the paper can easil)
measure the length and thus know
how much to pay.
Some papers pay their stringers a
monthly rate of $25 or $50, depending
on how much work they do. Other
papers, including the one I work for,
pay a flat $10 fee for each article
turned in.
If you hope to make a lot of money
by stringing-forget it. Stringers have
never been paid much and never will
be. The main benefits of being a
stringer is to see one's work published
and to g~in experience that can be
valuable when and if the stringer·
seeks full-time employment.
This part time work, if done well,
full time job. A
often leads to
number of stringers have landed fulltime newspaper jobs because they
impressed an editor with their work .
William Gaines, a teacher at
Columbia and a reporter for the

a

Chicago Tribune, is an example.
"When it comes to being a stringer, I
credit it with getting me into the
Trib," says Gaines . _
In 1960, while an assistant news
director for a radio station in the
Gary-Hammond area, Gaines became
a stringer for the Chicago Daily News.
He was assigned to cover political
happenings in northern Indiana .
Partly because of his work with the
News, Gaines was hired as a full time
newsman by the Trib in 1963. Today he
is a member of the Tribune Task
Force, an investigative team of
reporters who recently revealed the
city budget is bloated with $91 million
in waste.

However, not all stringers are interested in becoming full time journalists. Some do it for the extra income, as small as it is, and others,
hopeful of getting a byline, want the
satisfaction of seeing their name in
print.
"Most usually do this as a sideline,"
says Jack Newton, assistant
managing editor for the Aurora
Beacon News." Most of the ten
stringers that work for the Beacon are
housewives,'' added Newton ..
Some of the large metropolitan
papers, such as the Tribune, no longer
hire stringers but there are still jobs
available on many community and
suburban newspapers . For instance,

the Suburban Economist, which
already employs ten stringers, is in
need of more.
To become a stringer doesn 't
require a great deal of previous experience. When I was hired as a
stringer, my " background" wa's a
Journalism 151 course at Southwest
. City College. I had never worked on
any paper before, not even my high
school paper.
So it is obvious that some papers do
not require much previous experience. Some papers might even
hire as a stringer a person who simply
shows an interest, even though he or
she may have absolutely no
background in journalism.

The way it was provides lots of
Laughs in admin's. "goodie file"
By Jeff Justman ·

Libby Jones, the Assistant Dean of
Student Services reached into a filing .
cabinet in her seventh floor office and
pulled out the "Goodie file" for me to
see.
This manila folder contains
Columbia College's ensemble of
administrative records dating back to
the 1890's when Columbia first began
and up until the time of World War
Two. Tpe authentic, yellowe<!_ipages of
·the Goodie file struck a similarity as
I read them to the yellowed and
crumple edged replica of the
Declaration of Independence I
foolheartedly sent away . for when I
was ten years old.
The Goodie file is open for inspection for its historical value in the
records office if you are interested in
seeing them or if you, like many
students, are trying to relate the
present to the past. But don't expect to
get a glimpse of the present day
records because they are kept strickly
confidential.
Libby Jones has had time during
her busy schedule to browse through
the old records and she · describes
them, "It was really a kick to read
'em. Most of the old records have
comments like 'she was a moral,
upstanding, Christian girl'."
I was surprised to find how much
religion and good character played in
the historical records. Libby Jones
explained to me afterwards though
that records at virtually all schools of
that period contained the same type of
comments. They were indeed different times!
Many of the records are letters of
recommendation from prominent
people describing the candidates for
admission into the Columbia College
of Expression (drama and speech)
and the Normal School of Physical
Education (to train gym teachers) .
. One such letter stated : ''Miss 'A'

is a young woman of quite pleasing
appearance, simple in manner, very
attractive, a delightful, earnest
Christian girl." The next paragraph in
the letter said, "There is one point I
should mention which I did not know
until today, and which possibly may
make a difference in your college.
Miss 'A' is of the Catholic faith ."
An application for room and board
contained in the Goodie file clearly
shows the college's religious expectations with this key question, " In
what relation do you stand to the
Christ? " The girl answered, "I
believe in Christ as a personal Savior,
Friend, and Brother to us all."
A letter of recommendation from
the 1920's advises the school in their
consideration of another student
applicant : "Now Miss 'B' is Jewish,
but she is very Christian in her
.
thought and life."
Excerpts from another letter deal
not so kindly with a male student,
"Mr. 'C' is a Jew. His parents have
most of the Jewish traits , but they
lack one. They cannot save money!
Lord only knows, they make enough,
but I don't know what they do with
it.. .'C' is very quiet, almost an introvert, and his personal appearance
is marred by an adolescent complexion. He takes a nice picture, but

the original face is terrible." Later in
the recommendation it said, " I do
hope this letter has not ruined 'C's'
chances of entering your school; since
I suppose your school has a quota. "
The report cards in the Goodie file
showed that students took classes in
Algebra , Astronomy, Botany, German, Latin and Zoology-classes long
absent from Columbia's curriculum.
Libby Jones pointed out to me that
today although the records kept are
only of an academic nature and the
college is no longer concerned with its
studimt's rellgious lives or their
physical appearance, it still takes a
personal interest in their ·student body
and its success.
As I read through the old records
and laughed and shook my head at the
foreign sense of values, I got a strange
feeling around me. I imagined myself
as a student fifty years from now
looking at my own yellowed records
contained in a manila folder marked
"Goodie file." How strange I thought
that sometme wrote for a newspaper
and thought he could be a success at
it, when newspapers became so expensive to print that they quit making
them thirty years ago.

''listen'' schedule
Dec. 31, '74-"Let the Buyer Beware" mod. Mark
Fields prod. Bill Hoff
Jan. 7, '75-"ARadical & Controversial Look At P ro
Football" mod . Bruce Drennan prod. Bob Browning
Jan 14, '75-"How Preventative Dentistry Is Applied"
mod . Wayne W. Bryman prod. Lena Despenza
Jan. 21, '75-"How To Cope With The Dread of Becoming
a Flowering Oldster" mod. Herb Hallberg prod. Bob
Browning
Jan. 28, '75-"Sky Sailing" mod. & prod. Chuck Dovbish
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PSI and the occult

Acupuncture •• that tingling sensation
By Jacquie Lewis
Acupuncture is an ancient Chinese
healing method dating back some
4,000 years. It is based on the oriental
philosophy · of ying-yang, or positive
meaning health and negative meaning
non-health. This basic energy flows
from the pituitary gland in the brain
and is dispersed to the other glands.
The connections of this energy or
electrical flow are called acupuncture
points. There are 1,000 points or
meridans, 300 of these are considered
major meridians. Although the literal
translation of acupuncture is 'fire
needle' there is usually no pain involved in the insertion of the needles.
Students at the Dance Center may
be interested to know that Dr. David
Bresler, a well known acupuncturist
in California , has theoried a
coorelation between acupuncture and
the ancient Chinese art 'Tai Chi
Chaun'. In Tai Chi the energy flows
along the same meridian system as in
acupuncture.
Dr. Anastacio Saavedra, an
anesthesiologist and acupuncturist at
Central Community and Northwest
Hospitals, has received quite a bit of
attention recently for his latest addition to acupuncture. His staple in
the ear technique in the control of
appetite, smoking, alcoholism, and
drug addiction has helped some four
hundred patients already.

Most of his patients, so far, have
been doctors and nurses with overweight problems who were previously
non-believers until they found results
in their own lives .
The staple is placed in the concha of
the ear and this particular meridian
point is related to the appetite center
in the brain and stomach. There is not
only psychological decrease of desire
in the brain but also physical decrease
of habit in the stomach.
However Dr. Saavedra stressed,
"The desire and cooperation of the
patient are most important considerations before undertaking these
procedures. Certainly, as has been
proven, the placement of the ear clips
have abolished hunger sensations and
the urge to smoke in many , but this
does not really guarantee tnat the
patient will lose weight or stop
smoking entirely. The patient may
continue to overeat (or eat the wrong
fopd) even if he is not hungry, or
smoke even if he doesn't have the urge

I.

Dr. Anastacio Saavedra finds himself in a prickly situation with his patient. He is an anesthesiologist and acupuncturist in Chicago and has received attention recently for his latest addition to his field; his staple in the ear technique
helps smoking, drug and alcohol addicts .
for a cigarette. His com plete
. cooperation with the cure is a must."
I wondered where acupuncture
would be placed in medicine in the
future and Dr. Saavedra assured me,
"The American Medical Association
is neutral, neither crediting nor
discrediting acupuncture." Currently
research is being done in acupuncture
and Dr. Saavedra went on to say,
" Acupuncture is used for the treatment of pain, including arthritis,
bursitis, low back pain, headaches,
and other kinds of chronic pain which
are not easily treated by Western
medicine."
In placing an acupuncture needle
along the meridian, pain stops before·

the message is received in the brain.
Dr. Saavedra said, "In our bodies,
there are cells located in the reticular
formation of the brain and dorsal horn
of the spinal cord and these cells
control the gates of pain. Pain
anywhere in the body has to go
through these gates before it is perceived in the brain."
He continued, "In doing acupuncture, you may stimulate these cells
and the doors in the spinal cord that
control this gate may actually close.
In other words, the cell will close the
gate and prevent pain from reaching
the brain."
Although acupuncture could also
play an important role in anesthesia

most westerners are turned off at
being fully awake during an
operation . Says Dr. Saavedra
regarding acupuncture anesthesia ,
" It is limited in this country because it
is time consumi ng and most
physicians do not have a complete
understanding of it, and therefore, are
hesitant to use it."
Several students have asked me
what the title of my column means.
'Psi' is the twenty-third letter of the
Greek alphabet. In parapsychology
'psi' refers to all the different areas
being studied. It's much easier to 'psi'
than to say telepathy, psychokinesis,
poltergeist, clairvoyance, kirlian
photography, and clairaudience .

Jeanne talks about Columbia
Herman Russell

"Columbia is not as phony as many
institutions," said Jeanne Gumm,
instructor of Columbia's Public
Relations class.
"Most schools are merely into
giving assignments and passing out
grades. Columbia's educational
philosophy is to learn by doing. This
gives young people a lot of options and
room to grow. It also gives the faculty
the same kind of experience ."
Jeanne is a native of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania where she attended
Chatam College and Gettysburg
College at Gettysburgh, Pennsylvania . She has lived in Chicago
since 1955.
In 1968 Jeanne joined the Daniel J.
Edelman public relations firm and
four years later she was named vice-

president.

She specializes in
accounts, especially food
and local government relations and
community affairs.
If you have ever wondered who
made the Kitchens of SaraLee so
famous then wonder no more for it
was probably because Jeanne
supervised their PR program . As a
specialist in marketing public
relations she has also supervised
programs at Edelman for Booth
Fisheries, Real Lemon Foods, Kraft
Foods and even Cracker Jack.
Jeanne's career also includes advertising copywri ting,
traffic
managment and production at Arthur
E. Wilk and Quaid advertising
agencies.
"My special interest," said Jeanne,
mark~ting

"is in restoring participatory
democracy to Chicago and Illinois."
To that end , she is very active in her
near northside ward and legislative
district affairs .
Jeanne is a member of the
American Civil Liberties Union, the
Committee on Illinois Government
and the Illinois Women's Political
Caucus.
Jeanne claims that her reason for
teaching the course was she wasn't
being active enough outside her
profession. And she said, "I thought it
would be exciting to introduce PR to a
group of young people."
It may also be interesting to note
that Jeanne is listed in Who's Who in
American Women both the domestic
and international volumes.
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Slopes, snow and fun
Skiing is a c tly deal
By Maureen O'Grady

Hark, all you snow bunnies. 'Tis
that time of year again. The flakes are
falling, the temperature's dropping,
and all those airlines and ski lodges
are preparing for another big season
of capitalizing from you, the ski addict.
·
·
Everyone is offering everything,
from a $7 lift ticket to a two thousand
dollar romp in the Alps . The choices
are many .
If you're rolling in millions and
don't know what to do with it all, you
have the world at your feet, literally.
Aspen, The Laurentians, and Kitzbuhel are yours with a blink of an
eyelash.
If cross-country is your style,
Swissair can make it possible by offering a varity of packages from $414
to $1,200.
You have a choice of four resorts
which are more well known for their
. downhill skiing. Equipment can be
rented at Davos, Zermatt, Grindelwald and St. Moritz.
The price of the package includes
round-trip air fare to Geneva or
Zurich, accommodations, taxes, tips,
breakfast and either lunch or dinner.
You wlll also receive t~·anspoi:tation
between the airport and your hotel.
If you can get to Euro{ll~ in a balloon
or on your tricycle you can take advantage of an off-season week in
Kitzbuhel for $210.00. You can spend
an off season week in Zermatt for
$220.00 or a high-season week at
Chamoniz for $180.00.
If you must take a plane expect
these prices to triple.
If Switzerland just doesn't hit the
spot how about Italy which boasts of
having more of the Alps than any
other country.
Alitalia can dump you right in the
middle of Cervinia or Madonna di
Campiglio for the pee-wee price of
$444.00. There's more to skiing in Italy
than ancient ruins and pizzas. There's
the Italian Ski Team. So if you like to
body watch the charming males in
training you've got it made.
For those of you who don't care to
see Europe in the snow or if you just
can't afford a passport we do have a
few hills of our own here in these
United States.

0

For $212.00 to $418.00 TWA will fly
you foDenver, oaccommodafe you for
seven nights and provide you with six
day lift tickets to Vail, Aspen,
Snowmass, Steamboat, Jackson Hole
and others. You'll also receive a
coupon book for a Hertz Ford, free for
a day. You'll also be able to rent
equipment in Vail for one day-free.
This package is yours from any
time between November 28, 1974 to
April 13, 1975 excluding the two week
Christmas Season.
Continental Airlines will take you to
Denver, have you transported by a
meeting service to furnished chalet
studio condominiums and give you
three day lift tickets and a rented car
for seven days . The price is $259.00 for
this seven day package. Only one little
thing. Gas and mileage on the car are
extra and the driver must be 21 or
over.
And last but not least, if a plane
ticket just doesn't fit your bank book
there is always Wisconsin.
Mount Telemark, near Cable, proud
owner of 38 miles of cross-country ski
trails will offer you a weekend with
them for $76.00. This includes round
trip bus transportation from Chicago
lodging, a daily breakfast with dinne;
Saturday and Sunday night and a two
day lift ticket. This trip is only
available through a travel agent.
Alpine Valley will put you up for the
night, let you use the pool and the
sauna and give you day and night
skiing all for only 18 dollars. Alpine
Valley is in East Troy, Wisconsin.
Interlaken Resort Willage at Lake
Geneva is offering a mid-week
package for $23.50. Its "Ski and Stay"
number will give you three days and
two nights in a furnished studio
apartment, a tow ticket, and for you
booze hounds, a complimentary
cocktail. The weekend package
skyrockets to $28.50. Sorry, but meals
aren't included.
The ever popular Wilmot Mountain
offers you an all day lift ticket for $6
during the week . On the weekends
they charge $7 for a half day and $8 for
the whole day.
If you still . can't afford even that
there's always the garage roof.
But remember, if you decide to go,
stay away from that yellow snow.

== Pl~STERED ON BRO~DW~V

statues ~figurines
pedestals, lamps
II fountains
3534.N. BRO~DW~V
11 0

0

give a gift that
clicks off
the NEW
YEAR!
0

HELDONS
ART & DRAFTING
SUPPLIES
e200 E.OHIO
e219 W. MADISON

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
SOLO,BY
PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE

822-0900
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YMCA open to students
By Marlon Parker
Imagine Leo Darwit or Barry Kroll,
Program Directors at Lawson
Y.M.C.A., and Mirron Alexandroff,
President of Columbia, getting
together to form the Columbia College
and Lawson Y physical fittness
program.

Monograph.

•

Con't from page 2
presented to the North Central
A.ssociation of Schools and Colleges in
May of 1973. This portion of the SelfStudy was not included in the abstract
of that report, sent in the mail to all
students of the college.
This section is called "Record/
Summary of Income and Expenditure
1967-68-1971-72 and Budgeted 197273." It appeared on page 29-A of the
report.
Unfortunately , the report is
somewhat vague because it does not
provide any details or breakdowns of
expenditures. Everything is lumped
together in big numbers.
The biggest number was $1,435,000,
the amount budgeted for total current
operating funds for 1972-73. This is
almost $1,000,000 more than was
budgeted for the 1967-68 year. This is
an increase of 298% .
Statistics get more interesting as
one looks at specific categories. Take
"Teaching Salaries" for example. In
1968 only $153,000 was required for this
need. In 1973, this cost escalated to
$521,000. Part-time teachers are paid
$12.50 per credit hour they teach. At
this time there are 120 part-time
teachers and 20 full-time teachers. It
takes alot of $12.50's to add up to 500
grand.
Student Services collected $79,000 to
do who knows what with. The Library
spent $35,000 and a whopping $270,000
was spent on something called,
"Instruc. Related." That is about as
vague as any bureaucrat could hope to
get.
The size of Columbia's student body
has grown dramatically, almost
overnight. That growth has included
!itudents who are not satisfied with
sitting back and letting someone else
take care of all the paper work. These
students want to take part in shaping
the direction of the college by taking
an active part in talking about and
defining problem areas.
Like it or not-this college is
changing. The administration of the
college will have to adapt to this
change.
In an effort to affect change
responsibly , the student Core
Cabiaet is being re-established. It will
be a cross section of the college,
representing all departments of the
school. Hopefully, this body will act as
a collective voice for the student body.
Things will begin happening around
here-soon. You can thank the C-.8:(;."
for starting it.

It could have happened like this;
Mr. Darwit: Well Mike, I got a great
idea for the 'Y' and your school, we
have the Y.M.C.A. and you got the
people to put into it.
Mr. Alexandroff: What do I get out
of it.
So after a few secret exchanges, we
have ' us ' a Physical Education
Program.
Whose using this large building on
Chicago Ave. and Dearborn, with all
its sixteen (16) station and equipment .
Well, in so many words from Ms. Rosa
Contreras, secretary for Darwit and
Kroll, not too many students have
ventured that far from Columbia. But
according to 'Nate' (the only name
given) who takes the I.D.s at the
shower room, "Some 10 to 15 dudes
from Columbia come here a week, but
I'm not sure, I ain't here all the time."
Are we physical dropouts or
something?
Maybe you've never been to Lawsons 'Y' before, here is a little bit,
about it. As you go into the front door,
you'll see a Security Guard with a big
gun. Ask him where the gym is and
he'll answer something like, "Go up
the stairs to the second floor and make
a left hand turn."
If you get confused (as all bright
Columbia students get sometime or
another) go to the main desk and ask
one of the receptionists. Say that

Building up bodies and other things is only one of the functions of the Lawson
YMCA. The YMCA is available to students at Columiba for Physical
Education classes and for general use .
Photo by Lou Rociola
you're from Columbia and would like
to use the gym , free, or it will cost you
$5 a visit. After being pointed in the
right direction of the locker rooms,
getting dressed and then getting lost
on the seemly endless staircase, the
fun part begins.
For the Hercules types in the school,
there's a Weight room. For the

Muhammad Ali's, Boxing equipment's on the fourth floor . For the
Bobby Rigg's in the group, Tennis and
Handball courts are on the fifth floor .
Then for all of us basketball stars,
there the big and little gym, thats
where I'll be at, so get in line when
they say those famous words, NEXT!

Brande records own show
By Deborah Fotiadi
Some people know how to use what
the school offers with a little help from
a few friends. This particular student
is a self-taught singer, songwriter,
musician named Josh Brande. A
professional musician since the age of
14, Josh decided the next way to try to
market his talent would be to make a
video tape of himself performing his
songs-sort of a Columbia College
"Made m Chicago."
So with a TV Directing II class, a
few posters announcing the time, date
and place displayed on the school's
bulletin boards and an audience of 30
people, Josh filmed and recorded his
show.
All of the numbers were his own
compositions. Folksy, bluesy things.
One ballad-blues song, with a

beautiful guitar opening, called
"Those Kind of Blues" was especially
noteworthy. "The songs I write today
show how I feel today and felt a few
years ago." Josh said.
Everything went smoothly with two
exceptions. On the second number
Josh placed his harmonica in its
holder upside-down so all of the notes
were played backwards. He didn't
even raise an eyebrow. The audio
portion of the show had to be junked
because of poor quality, but a small
radio station on the west side (WKCL)
redid the audio for him.
Josh has played at most of the folkblues clubs on the north side and a few
in the northern suburbs at one time or
another. He used to play at the Quiet
Knight when it was on Wells (that
goes back a few years). "I used to

want to just support myself on music.
I worked in Wilmette fairly regularly
and successfully. But I got scared
about the next five years and decided
to go back to school."
Josh ~ants to give the tape to
WTTW with the understanding that
it's a student production hoping they
will air it. If they do, possibly someone
might see it and offer him a record
contract ... or ask to record one of his
songs ... or even give him a JOb. Who
can tell?
"I'm tl:tinking of what to do in many
different directions. It will take some
time to settle down into one direction.
I'd like to think it will be in a musical
direction."
As Josh will tell you, where there's a
will, there's a way. And it's always
worth a try.

ASTRA PHOTO SERVICE INC.
QUALITY CUSTOM PHOTO LAB
Complete Service for the Professional, Commercial and Free lance Photographer
• "Type C" Prints
• Ektachrome Pr~~essing
• Color/B&W Copies of Artwork

• Duplicate Slides & Transparencies
• Complete B&W Services
• Schedules as Fast as 2V2 Hr.

Pickup & Delivery- Suburb Relay Stations

1312-372-43661
6 E. LAKE ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

/

Free classifieds
HOUSING!! Carmen Rosal needs a
place to stay next summer . She'd like
to share an apartment or house, close
to campus, clean. Write to her at 412
Allegheny Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15239,
or call collect between noon and 5 PM:
412-795-1644.
HOUSING! ! Diana wants to share an
aparhnent with another woman. Call
953-8943.
FARMING! ! If you know of a small
farm for rent within two hours north
or west of Chicago, call 342-6422.
HOUSING!! For housing and
roommate referrals see the Student
C9-op.

1-5 years in exchange for taking very
good car .. "f it ; someone to provide a
semi-permanent home for my grand
where I, too, could live for the next 312 months. Call Jan at 345-1952.
STILL FOR SALE: Bogen PR45
photographic enlarger with three
negative carriers. Getting older but
still in good condition. See Gary
Moffat in Room' 520 or call 297-6652.
Asking $15.00.

photo and camera
supply store

?

NEEDLEPOINT : Your favorite
painting, a special design . We
reproduce it on canvas for you to
stitch. Call 389-6836 or 864-5480 . .

New courses.
Intensive Midterm. Three classes
were excluded from the catalogue.
Dadaism will examine the Dada
movement in the arts through a study
of it's "anti-arts" activities and
literature. "The First Celestial Adventure of the Fire Extenguisher"
will be studied . The works of Dada
authors such as Kurt Schwitters,
Hugo Ball and Andre Briton will be
studies. It will discuss the effect of
Dada literature on painting, music,
sculpture and photography . This class
is a two credit class and will meet
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday
from 7-9:30 pm .
Transcendental Medetation is a two
credi~ class and will meet on Monday
and Thursday from 10-12 and on
Wednesday, February. 5 from 10-12.
There is a $25.00 service charge. This
is a combination lecture-lab class

Want to own your

POLISHING MOTOR AND DUST
COLLECTOR. $189 when new, asking
$135. Hardly used . Call Richard at 7431511 or 743-3330.

HELP WANTED: Earn one credit
working on the CC Writer during
Intensive Mid-Term . See Gary
Moffat, room 520.
· FOR SALE: Records and S-track
tapes for $1.00 Call 467-0330, ask for
CAM NEEDS A CAR! ! Easy credit. Jacquie.
Call 285-6389, Monday-Noon to 6, TWNoon to 3, ThF-2 to 7.
SHEEPSKIN COATS-<:ustom made
for under $200. Strong industrial
WHAT I'M LOOKING FOR, essen- stitch, natural designs, suede back &
tially, is a serious musican who would chrome tanned pelts. Call 248-7238
appreciate the use of a grand piano for evenings.
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Here's a great opportunity for someone with a keen
interest in photography . After 26 years in business, the
store's present owner wishes to retire. He's looking for a
sharp, aggressive, business-oriented buyer to take over
the reins of one of Chicago's foremost photo supply
stores. No previous business experience is necessary.
He'll show you the ropes and get you started on a
satisfying and profitable career. Send inquiries to :

The CC Writer-Box WJ5
Columbia College
540 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago IL 60611

• •

which will explore Transcendental
Meditation as taught by Maharishis
Mahesh Yogi. The first week will be
an examination of the theoretical
basis of the science and the second
week will concentrate on the practical
aspect of the science. For the
remaining weeks, the class will explore the mind , body, and environment of meditation.
College Newspaper will be offered
during the Midterm. This class helps
journalists and others interested in
wqrking on newspapers develop the
basic knowledge of layout, design,
news and ad writing, journalism and
other skills which are involved in the
production of a newspaper. An issue of
the C.C. Writer will be published by
the students during the term. The
hours of the class have not been
determined. One credit will be given
for completion of the course.
THE. (lto..ILY PE.OPL€. THAT
RE.ALL'r' P.A\/E. A l<~N TO 'E!E.
JOLLY AAE. 'THE. 8USII'-l€.SSME.N
THI>..T G'! T o..ER E.\IE.RY DE.CE.Me::R .

()

C.S.C. list. • •
Con't from page 1

facilities should indicate that the CoOp is insensitive to our needs.
The Concerned Students of
Columbia held a meeting in which
these points were discussed and the 15
member group decided that a petition
would be circulated starting Monday,
December 17 thru Friday, December
20. The petition will call for a complete itemized financial statement
published for the students. It will also
gy !'-\ON
SURE. YOU U\IDER
STI"ND All ll-\AT G-AA13~
'>'OUR PARENTS TOl-D 'l'OU
'WI'S JUST
ErAA\31>Ge, .

CHR.I Sf~

demand op~n Board meetings so that
students can see what kind of poficies
are formed.
Also, a Minority Recruiting Committee has been formed to make sure
that an active and effective minority
recruitment program be set up and
followed through here.
Any student wishing to participate
in either of these activities call
Paulette Hawrita at 772-3630 after
6pm.
/s/Pualette Hawrita/Gene Cueva/
Juan Cuvea/et al
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The ecology of sewers
By Jeff Justman

The chariot, no. 7 tarot card
The Chariot is the No. 7 Tarot Card, the eighth card of the deck. The card
represents confusion and fleeing from reality. It is the third of a series
drawn by Tom Winkler , a graphics student at Columbia.

It's like something Kilgore Trout,
the fictional author in Kurt Vonnegut
Jr.'s books would write about.
And it's the most ambitious thing
tried by Chicago 's Metropolitan
Sanitary District since it reversed the
flow of the Chicago River.
It's called the Deep Tunnel and
Reservoir: Project and it has two
major goals for 375 square miles of
metropolitan Chicago. The first is to
stop the large flow of raw sewage into
Chicagoland streams so that the
waterways can someday be used for ·
swimming, fishing , and boating. The
rivers at this point are very polluted.
The second goal is to control flooding
in basements, underpasses, and whole
communities in low lying areas that
go under when it rains heavily.
Bart Lynam , district general
superintendant, said of the project,
"There is no way to clean up the
Chicago waterways without it."
But what is this Deep Tunnel
Project? The district calls it " bottling
storms in stone.'' It consists of digging
120 miles of tunnels in solid rock 150 to
300 feet below the city's streets. The
system would consist of three main
trunks coursing beneath rivers and
streets and ending in two or three
reservoirs.
The old sewer system would be
connected with the new deep tunnel
system by 341 drop shafts, so that
polluted water in the sewer system
would drop into the deep tunnel
system when it rains instead of
spitting out into the Chicago waterways.
The tunnel and reservoir system

Authors talk at Readings
By Natalie Gralik
H you think writing classes are dull ,

repetitious, and require lots of
writing , you haven't studied your
course description booklet! Columbia
is currently offering writing courS€
which merely requires attendance,
inquisitiveness and a desire to talk to
famous people.
"Readings by Contemporary
Authors is a class which attempts to
make writing students aware of the
many different fields of work
available to them, " explained Lynn
Koons, instructor. "Notable, contemporary authors explain how to
!ind, write and sell stories, as well as
what it means to be a writer and
'anything else they want to say."
Thirty-five students are presently
enrolled in this new class arranged
.and directed by Mrs. Koons. "I
!merely make sure that we have a
visitor every week, and try to direct
the discussions," she said. "The
authors are the backbones of the
class."

a

Visiting authors have included
fiction and non-fiction writer Bill
Brashier, poet Paul Carroll, ficti011
writer ana poet Eugene Wildman, and
journalist Abe Peck, who also teaches
at Columbia . Janet Stevenson,
Francis Ward, Walter Bradford and
other writers are scheduled to appear.
Guest authors are carefully chosen
in an effort to illustrate all types of
writing. Fiction, non-fiction, poetry,
playwriting and journalism will be
covered within the semester. "In
addition to balancing the different
types of writing," added Mrs. Koons,
"we try to get a balance of men and
women and Blacks and Whites for the
widest possible exposure."
How are students reacting to the
class? "Magnificently! " . answered
Mrs. Koons . "They love having the
chance to talk to authors and ask•
questions of the people who are doing
.what they want to do . The authors also
enjoy contacting young people who
want to write. They feel committed,
as if they owe the students somet

so they are eager ·to give help and
advice . They seem to get great personal satisfaction from the sessions. "
An average Reading by Contemporary Authors class begins with
_a lecture and reading by the visiting
author and developes into a general
discussion period. The class is held
every Monday night in room 510, from
'8 :30 to 10 :00, but usually ends later. It
is primarily designed for people in-,
terested in writing, but is not limited
to these students.
Guests are welcome, but must
.obtain permission from Mrs. Koons
before the class. "We are even considering announcing our guest-author
before each class for the benefit of the
entire school," she said. "The amount
-of visitors per session will still have to
be limited in consideration to the
students who have paid fees to take
the course."
Readings by Contemporary Authors
will not be repeated until next Fall
Semester. A new, expanded version is
being planned for that time.

would hold up to 41 billion gallons of
water. Only rare, maybe three storms
in 25 years, would fill the system to the
point of overflowing into open
waterways.
Once the tunnel reservoirs caught'
the polluted sewage stormwater, it
would be held until the storm passed.
Then it would be sent to sewage
treatment plants for purification.
After the water is treated it would
be released into the Chicago waterways and serve to purify the waters
rather than pollute them.
The cost for the Deep Tunnel and
Reservoir Project is given as 33 billion
dollars.
" It is the simplest concept-to collect
and store and then provide treatment
after the storm is over, " according to
Lynam . " There are no great
technological problems with the Deep
Tunnel Plan."
Completion of the Deep Tunnel Plan
will be in ten years. Just think,
someday we may be able to swim in
the Chicago River!

News department
Needs Cooperation
We would like expand the news
department of the C.C. Writer. In
order to do so, we must find out what
news stories are happening around
the school so that we may report
them ; and in the case of events,
publicize them.
The staff of the C.C. Writer is not
large enough at this time, (in only it's '
second year of existance ) to cover all ·
of the beats here. If anyone knows of a
news story at Columbia or wants to
publicize an event, please drop by the
newspaper office in 520, call 467-0330
or drop a line to the C.C. Writer.
There are many stories going unprinted that would be of great interest
to our readers. It is the obligation of
any good newspaper to .cover the
events.
· As our news depar~ment expands,
.we will be able ·to find these stories
' ourselves. Until tnat time, we·need the
help of our readers in the Columbia
College community in erder to successfully expand and improve the C.C.
Writer.
AvyMeyers

Eagle Scout here
Samuel Kreines ; a Freshman at
Columbia, was awarded an Eagle
badge Nov. 29 in a ceremony held at ·
the Waveland Congregational Church.
The Eagle is the highest award a
Scout can receive.
Kreines has now been awarded 27
badges. A minimum of 24 badges is
required to become an Eagle.
A graduate of Lakeview High
Sch""l, Kreines lives with his parents,
Mr. 'lnd Mrs. David Kreines , at 3555
I\ . ~outhport Ave.
:,, ........

